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Abstract

Many symptoms of nerve damage arise from ectopic spiking caused by hyperexcitability. Ectopic 

spiking can originate at the site of axonal damage and elsewhere within affected neurons. This 

raises the question of whether localized damage elicits cell-wide changes in excitability and/or if 

localized changes in excitability can drive abnormal spiking at remote locations. Computer 

modeling revealed an example of the latter involving afterdischarge (AD) – stimulus-evoked 

spiking that outlasts stimulation. We found that AD originating in a hyperexcitable region of axon 

could shift to the soma where it was maintained. This repositioning of ectopic spike initiation was 

independent of distance between the two sites but relied on the rate and number of ectopic spikes 

originating from the first site. Nonlinear dynamical analysis of a reduced model demonstrated that 

properties which rendered the axonal site prone to initiating AD discouraged it from maintaining 

AD, whereas the soma had the inverse properties thus enabling the two sites to interact 

cooperatively. A first phase of AD originating in the axon could, by providing sufficient drive to 

trigger somatic AD, give way to a second phase of AD originating in the soma such that spiking 

continued when axonal AD failed. Ectopic spikes originating from the soma during phase 2 AD 

propagated successfully through the defunct site of axonal spike initiation. This novel mechanism 

whereby ectopic spiking at one site facilitates ectopic spiking at another site is likely to contribute 

to the chronification of hyperexcitability in conditions such as neuropathic pain.
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1 Introduction

Axons conduct action potentials, or spikes, from their site of origin to the output synapses of 

the neuron. Axonal damage, whether by trauma, toxicity, or disease (including 

demyelination diseases such as multiple sclerosis), can interfere with conduction. This can 

explain loss of function but, paradoxically, axonal damage also tends to cause 

hyperexcitability, one manifestation of which is ectopic spike initiation at the site of 

damage, which we will refer to as the neuroma, and elsewhere in the affected neuron (Amir 

et al. 2005; Baron 2006; Gold and Flake 2005; Gold and Gebhart 2010; Wall and Gutnick 

1974). Increased excitability likely reflects an imperfect compensatory process intended to 

help restore conduction, but the end result is a mixture of negative and positive symptoms. 

Adding to the clinical challenge, drugs that reduce positive symptoms tend to exacerbate 

negative ones (Bowe et al. 1987; Sakurai and Kanazawa 1999). Positive symptoms can be 

spontaneous or stimulus-evoked, and brief or sustained (Ostermann and Westerberg 1975; 

Twomey and Espir 1980).

The connection between positive symptoms and cellular hyperexcitability is clearest in the 

case of peripheral nerve damage where neurons are not synaptically interconnected, thus 

excluding network contributions. Afterdischarge (AD) – spiking that outlasts the inciting 

stimulus – may comprise either a brief but intense burst or more prolonged spiking. Brief 

AD in trigeminal afferents likely underlies paroxysmal symptoms such as the extreme 

shooting pains experienced by patients with trigeminal neuralgia (Calvin et al. 1977; Devor 

et al. 2002; Hooge and Redekop 1995). Prolonged AD in somatosensory afferents 

contributes to other forms of neuropathic pain (Howe et al. 1977); indeed, ectopic spiking 

maintained in primary afferent somata in the dorsal root ganglia is a leading candidate 

mechanism for phantom limb pain (Vaso et al. 2014). The distinction between symptoms 

caused by prolonged AD and spontaneous spiking blurs if the AD trigger is subtle and 

recurring (Bennett 2012).

Spontaneous and AD spikes are known to originate ectopically in the neuroma and at or near 

the soma of affected neurons (Amir et al. 2005; Ma and LaMotte 2007; Wall and Devor 

1983; Wall and Gutnick 1974), indicating that multiple sites of ectopic spike initiation co-

develop after nerve injury. In primary afferents, the soma is spatially remote from the 

normal site of spike initiation in the peripheral axonal endings. Experiments have shown that 

additional spikes originating in the soma can be triggered by spikes originating in the axon 

(Amir et al. 2005), but sites of ectopic spiking have otherwise been assumed to act 

autonomously. Deciphering the underlying mechanisms and treating the resulting 

neurological symptoms has proven exceedingly difficult. With the insights and guidance of a 

computational model, we take aim at elucidating mechanisms that are difficult to observe 

directly in the clinic or laboratory.

We hypothesized that the two sites of ectopic spiking may interact in a complex manner, 

competing and/or cooperating with one another to control the output spiking of the affected 

neuron. Through computational modeling, we found that remote sites of ectopic discharge 

can interact cooperatively such that AD is initiated at one site (neuroma) but maintained at 
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another site (soma). When both sites can initiate spikes, the faster of the two (i.e. the one 

with a higher intrinsic spike rate) serves as pacemaker. Spike initiation can shift to the other 

site if and when spike initiation at the first site stops or slows down. A combination of 

cooperativity and competition thus explains the transition from brief to prolonged AD and 

the abrupt repositioning of ectopic spike initiation.

2 Methods

The methodological basis of our work is a tandem of computational models. The first is a 

multicompartmental Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model comprised of a soma, axon hillock, initial 

segment, and a long myelinated axon. The second is a modified Morris-Lecar (ML) model 

comprised of two compartments that were artificially coupled in different ways in order to 

test various hypotheses. Because of its simplicity, the ML model is amenable to nonlinear 

dynamical analysis and also helps establish the minimum necessary and sufficient elements 

required to explain phenomena observed in the more biologically realistic HH model. Code 

for all models will be made available through ModelDB and at http://prescottlab.ca.

2.1 Multicompartment HH model

Our HH model (previously described in (Coggan et al. 2010, 2011) included a soma (15 

µm), axon hillock (8 µm, with 4:1 mm taper), initial segment (10 µm), and a linear set of 80 

pairs of myelinated internodes (200 µm each) and nodes of Ranvier (1 µm each). Results 

were not qualitatively altered by including a T-junction and central axon branch to the end 

of the initial segment so as to more accurately capture primary afferent morphology. A 

hyperexcitable, 10 µm-long unmyelinated region referred to as the “neuroma” was inserted 

at the midpoint of the axon (Coggan et al. 2010, 2011). Axon diameter throughout was 1 µm 

unless otherwise stated. Hodgkin-Huxley style voltage-gated Kv3.1 channels (Wang et al. 

1998), Nav1.6 channels, persistent sodium conductance gNaP (McIntyre et al. 2002), and 

leak conductance gL were located in all compartments except the internodes. The internodes 

nonetheless allowed for the longitudinal spread of both ions and current. Parameter values, 

ion densities and distributions (soma: gNa = 80, gK = 790, gL = 3, gNaP= 0.19; node or 

neuroma: gNa = 1500, gK = 1600, gL = 70, gNaP = 1.9, all in mS/cm2) were the same as 

previously reported (Coggan et al. 2010), except when otherwise indicated.

Intracellular concentrations of Na+ and K+ were updated at every time step based on 

transmembrane current, intracellular diffusion, and an exponential return to a baseline 

concentration. The extracellular space was modeled as a Frankenhaueser space in NEURON 

and extracellular concentrations were similarly updated. Reversal potentials were 

continuously updated according to the Nernst equation. No pumps or other ion exchange 

mechanisms were included in the current model. By simplifying the ion handling process 

(i.e. recovering from activity-dependent ion flux as a simple exponential decay process) we 

minimized introduction of slow timescales which, while interesting and biologically relevant 

(N. Yu et al. 2012), would have confounded our analysis. One or more “evoked” spikes 

were triggered by injecting a square current pulse (10 pA, 0.5 ms) into the soma or axon 

terminal. All simulations were conducted in NEURON using a 10 µs time step (Carnevale 

and Hines 2009).
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The persistent Na current in our model (adapted from McIntyre et al., . 2002; see Coggan et 

al. 2010, 2011 for details) is described by the following equations.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Parameters had the following base values: for αP, Aα=0.01, Bα=27 mV and Cα = 10.2 mV; 

and for βP, Aβ=0.000251, Bβ=34 mV and Cβ = 10 mV. For simulations testing the range of 

A, B, or C that support cooperative AD, one parameter was varied while all others were held 

at their base values (see Table 1).

2.2 Two-compartment ML model

The ML model was the same as described by us previously (Coggan et al. 2011; Prescott et 

al. 2008) except that two compartments, one representing the soma and the other 

representing a hyperexcitable region of axon, or neuroma, were coupled such that if one 

compartment spiked, the other was forced to spike via brief (0.01 ms) activation of a strong 

sodium conductance (120 mS/cm2). This coupling was turned on or off as indicated in the 

text. Within each compartment, variables evolved according to:

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

where V is voltage and w and z are variables controlling time- and voltage-dependent 

activation of gK and gNaP, respectively; gNa activates instantaneously and m was therefore 

always at steady state. In equations 5 and 6, x corresponds to m, w, or z. The following 
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parameters were used in all simulations: C = 2 µF/cm2, EL = −70 mV, Ek = −100 mV, βm = 

−1.2 mV, γm = 18 mV, βw = −10 mV, γw = 10 mV, τw = 0.15, βz = −45 mV, γz = 10 mV, τz 

= 0.05, delayed rectifier potassium conductance gK = 20 mS/cm2 , leak conductance gL = 2 

mS/cm2, and fast sodium conductance gNa =20 mS/cm2. The slow-inactivating persistent 

sodium conductance gNaP was 0.8 mS/cm2 in the soma and 1.1 mS/cm2 in the axon.

Changes in intracellular sodium [Na+]i were calculated independently in each compartment 

according to

(10)

This describes intracellular sodium accumulation on the basis of influx through fast and 

persistent Na channels and assumes exponential decay towards a steady-state value of 17.5 

mM with a time constant τNa = 100 ms. The surface area-to-volume ratio is defined by SAV 

= s/10r, where s=2 for a cylindrical axon with no ends and s=3 for a spherical soma. The 

radius r was 0.5 µm for the axon and 7.5 µm for the soma. F is the Faraday constant 96,485 

C/mol. ENa was continuously updated according to the Nernst equation, ENa = 25 ln 

([Na+]o/[Na+]i) where extracellular sodium concentration [Na+]o was assumed constant at 

138 mM.

One or more “evoked” spikes were triggered in one or the other compartment by 

instantaneously resetting V to 0 mV and then letting the system evolve freely. Equations 

were numerically integrated in XPP (Gutkin et al. 2003) using the Euler method with a 0.01 

ms time step. Bifurcation analysis was conducted in AUTO using the XPP interface. For the 

analysis, [Na+]i was converted from a variable to a parameter that was systematically varied 

over a broad range.

3 Results

3.1 Multiple sites of ectopic spike initiation in a multicompartment model

In central neurons, synaptically-evoked spikes originate near the soma; in peripheral sensory 

neurons, on the other hand, stimulus-evoked spikes originate in the axon terminals. To test 

both conditions, we evoked a single spike by brief stimulation in the soma (Fig. 1A) or axon 

terminal (Fig. 1B) of our multicompartment model (see Methods). Evoked spikes originating 

in either site elicited AD when the ratio of gNa/gL was adjusted to a high enough level in a 

hyperexcitable region of demyelinated axon (Coggan et al. 2010). That region is henceforth 

referred to as the “neuroma”. The relative timing of spikes measured from the neuroma and 

soma suggested that the first few AD spikes originated in the neuroma whereas later ones 

originated in or near the soma. This was verified by looking, in each location, at the 

kinkiness of the voltage deflection near spike threshold (Fig. 1C) since locally initiated 

spikes are associated with smoothly accelerating depolarization whereas spikes propagating 

from a remote site are associated with abruptly accelerating depolarization (Popovic et al. 

2011; Y. Yu et al. 2008). We refer to the first spikes originating at the neuroma as “phase 1 

AD” and to later spikes originating at the soma as “phase 2 AD”.
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Initiation of AD depends on positive feedback activation of an inward current such as that 

mediated by the persistent sodium conductance gNaP. Hence, we predicted (i) that removing 

gNaP from the neuroma would prevent phase 1 AD and (ii) that removing gNaP from the 

soma would prevent phase 2 AD. Our second prediction was correct (Fig 1A and B, right 

panels) and those data also demonstrate that phase 1 AD is self-limited insofar as it 

terminates regardless of the onset of phase 2 AD. Our first prediction was only partially 

correct insofar as removing gNaP from the neuroma prevented both phase 1 and phase 2 AD 

(Fig. 1A and B, middle panels). This last observation suggests that phase 1 AD is necessary 

for the initiation of phase 2 AD. To test if this dependency relied on the passive spread of 

current between the two sites of ectopic spike initiation, we varied the distance between 

those sites. Absence of an effect of inter-site distance (Fig. 1D) suggests, instead, that active 

propagation of spikes between the two sites is the basis for their interaction. Indeed, based 

on responses to hyperpolarization, the length constant of the axon was ~200 µm, which 

argues that actively propagated spikes (rather than passively spreading current) are the only 

way remote sites of ectopic spike generation communicate with each other.

3.2 Differential requirement for initiating phase 1 and 2 AD

Next, we asked if and how phase 2 AD could be initiated in the absence of phase 1 AD. We 

hypothesized that phase 2 AD had a higher threshold for initiation (e.g. required greater 

cumulative activation of gNaP) and, therefore, that it could be initiated by the high-frequency 

spiking that comprises phase 1 AD whereas it would not be initiated by a single evoked 

spike. To test this hypothesis, we removed gNaP from the neuroma to prevent phase 1 AD 

and evoked different numbers of spikes at different frequencies to determine the minimal 

trigger required to initiate phase 2 AD. As few as four evoked spikes applied at 50 Hz could 

initiate phase 2 AD, although more spikes were needed as the stimulus frequency was 

reduced (Fig. 2A). By comparison, phase 1 AD could be initiated by as few as one evoked 

spike (see Fig. 1). The precise trigger requirements for phase 2 AD depended on the value of 

gNaP in the soma (Fig. 2B) and indeed the same relationship applies to phase 1 AD trigger 

requirements and gNaP in the neuroma (Coggan et al. 2010).

The above data indicate that phase 1 AD, with its more lenient trigger requirements, can be 

initiated by fewer evoked spikes than phase 2 AD. A second key observation is that phase 1 

AD comprises several spikes at high frequency – eight spikes at ~100 Hz in the example 

shown in Figure 1 – which is more than enough to trigger phase 2 AD. Putting these 

observations together, we inferred that phase 1 AD is necessary to trigger phase 2 AD when 

there are too few evoked spikes because phase 1 AD converts the insufficient number of 

stimulus-evoked spikes into a barrage of high-frequency spikes that satisfies the stricter 

phase 2 AD trigger requirements.

3.3 Transition between phase 1 and 2 AD

We have shown previously that AD will terminate, despite sustained activation of gNaP, if 

the driving force associated with that conductance decreases due, for example, to 

intracellular accumulation of sodium and the consequent shift in sodium reversal potential 

(Coggan et al. 2011). The rate of intracellular sodium accumulation depends on the surface 

area-to-volume ratio such that an axon with smaller diameter experiences faster sodium 
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accumulation than one with larger diameter (assuming all other factors are equivalent), 

which translates into shorter or longer lasting AD, respectively (Fig. 3A). Bearing in mind 

that one evoked spike is sufficient to initiate phase 1 AD based on the neuroma gNaP value 

used for these simulations, the results in the left panel of Fig 3A are noteworthy in showing 

that AD can effectively fail without (before) ever being manifest (i.e. without ever giving 

rise to an ectopic spike).

Simulations in Fig. 3A were conducted with gNaP removed from the soma in order to 

characterize the duration of phase 1 AD in isolation from phase 2 AD. To investigate the 

transition between phase 1 and 2 AD in Fig. 3B, somatic gNaP was returned to its standard 

value. According to these data, phase 2 AD failed to be initiated if phase 1 AD comprised 

too few spikes (Fig. 3Ba). For larger axon diameters (Fig. 3Bb–c), phase 2 AD spiking 

started after the termination of phase 1 AD as evident from the observation that phase 1 AD 

comprises the same number of spikes whether or not it is followed by phase 2 AD. Recall 

that simulations in Fig. 2 demonstrated that phase 2 AD spikes could have started earlier, i.e. 

after fewer triggering phase 1 AD spikes, which indicates that the soma reaches its AD 

attractor state earlier than phase 2 AD spiking actually begins. The reason the soma does not 

start initiating spikes until after the neuroma stops initiating spikes is simply because the 

intrinsic rate of spike initiation is faster in the neuroma; therefore, when the two sites are 

coupled, the slower of the two sites receives propagated spikes faster than it can initiate its 

own spikes. In other words, when two sites are capable of producing AD, the faster of the 

two eventually serves as the pacemaker. We say that the faster site eventually becomes the 

pacemaker because, if the intrinsic rate of somatic spike initiation is increased by slightly 

increasing somatic gNaP, a different transition is observable: as the intrinsic rate of spike 

initiation in the neuroma slows, the soma can initiate a spike before receiving a propagated 

spike (Fig. 3C).

Under these last conditions, spikes initiated at each site collide in the intervening axon. Over 

time, the point of collision moves closer to the slower spike initiation site until a spike 

arrives from the faster site before a spike can be initiated at the slower site, meaning the 

faster site begins to pace the slower site. The longer the distance between the two sites 

and/or the slower the axonal conduction velocity, the longer it will take (i.e. more spikes 

will collide) before the faster spike initiation site starts pacing the slower site. Figure 4 

shows how long it takes for the collision to shift from the faster ectopic discharge site to the 

slower site, assuming a separation of 1 m. The required time evidently depends on the 

conduction velocity and the difference between intrinsic firing rates, and could be quite 

protracted for slow-conducting C fibers but only if the difference in intrinsic firing rates 

remains small. If the faster site speeds up and/or the slower site slows down (or altogether 

stops initiating spikes), the competition will be abbreviated. Furthermore, the closer the two 

ectopic discharge sites are, the shorter the competition.

Two observations are critical. First, although spikes are no longer initiated in the neuroma 

after termination of phase 1 AD, spikes initiated elsewhere can nonetheless propagate 

through the neuroma. In other words, an inability to continue initiating spikes at a certain 

site does not equate with an inability to propagate spikes through that site. Second, whereas 

phase 1 AD eventually fails because of the relatively large surface area-to-volume ratio 
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characteristic of the axonal compartment, phase 2 AD can continue for much longer because 

of the smaller surface area-to-volume ratio of the somatic compartment. Although active 

pumping by the Na-K pump was not explicitly modeled here, it is very likely that energy 

supplies are more limited within the axon than in the soma, especially if/when dysfunction 

of axonal mitochondria is a contributing pathogenic factor (Flatters and Bennett 2006; Janes 

et al. 2013), which would exacerbate ion concentration changes. It has been shown that 

spike-evoked Na influx is similar between soma and axon and that Na clearance from the 

site of influx is largely due to diffusion rather than pumping (Fleidervish et al. 2010), 

although pumping presumably becomes more important at longer timescales, especially in 

the context of sustained, high-frequency spiking. One should also appreciate that even if 

phase 1 AD never failed, a second site of ectopic spike initiation could exist occultly within 

the neuron. Although a second discharge site may seem inconsequential, it could make 

pathological spiking more robust by sustaining AD if ectopic spike initiation at the first site 

was therapeutically blocked.

We tested the robustness of gNaP mediated cooperative AD by varying the three parameters 

controlling its activation (see Methods). In this way, we asked whether only a specific and 

narrow range of gNaP mediated cooperative AD or whether it was a property that was 

retained over a range of possible gNaP channels. We found that variation of each of the 3 

parameters (A, B, and C; see equations 3 and 4 in Methodology) could support AD over a 

range of 1 to 3 orders of magnitude (Table 1). These results demonstrate that a wide range of 

gNaP channels would be able to support the cooperative AD we observe in our model.

To summarize, transient phase 1 AD is not strictly necessary to trigger prolonged phase 2 

AD, but the former facilitates triggering of the latter by amplifying a small stimulus-evoked 

trigger. By receiving a strong trigger that would not occur on the basis of stimulation alone, 

AD can be initiated in a region of the cell that would not manifest ectopic discharge were it 

not for the other ectopic discharge site. As an aside, the absolute number of required trigger 

spikes is less important than the relative number: phase 1 AD may require 10 or 100 high-

frequency spikes and the mechanism will function so long as phase 2 AD requires >10 or 

>100 spikes. But in that respect, the properties of the cellular region in which phase 2 AD 

originates must have properties distinct from those of the cellular region in which phase 1 

AD originates; for example, phase 2 AD must not fail at the same rate as phase 1 AD fails 

otherwise phase 2 AD would not become manifest when phase 1 AD eventually terminates. 

This explains why phase 2 AD originates in the soma rather than in another part of the axon 

outside the neuroma, which is consistent with experimental observations implicating the 

soma (Amir et al. 2005; Ma and LaMotte 2007; Wall and Devor 1983) despite the soma 

being one of the least excitable cellular regions. The mechanism elucidated here thus 

represents a form of cooperativity between subcellular compartments that, to the best of our 

knowledge, has not been previously described.

3.4 Dynamical analysis of coopertivity in a reduced model

To further investigate subcellular cooperativity, we constructed a Morris-Lecar (ML) model 

comprising two compartments that were connected such that spikes could pass in one or 

both directions. Furthermore, the excitability of each compartment was modeled in a manner 
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simple enough that bifurcation analysis could be undertaken. First, we tested whether results 

from the ML model corroborated those from the HH model. Sample responses following a 

single spike evoked in either the soma or neuroma confirmed that the ML model behaves 

similarly to the HH model when different compartment connectivity patterns (curved 

arrows) and sites of stimulation (jagged arrow) were tested (Figure 5A, panels a–f). A single 

evoked spike in the axon was sufficient to evoke AD in the neuroma (a, b). A unidirectional 

soma→neuroma connection allowed a spike evoked in the soma to trigger AD in the 

neuroma, but that single evoked spike was insufficient to evoke AD in the soma (c). 

However, a unidirectional neuroma→soma connection allowed phase 1 AD to relay spikes 

to the soma, eventually triggering phase 2 AD (d). When the connection was made 

bidirectional, spikes comprising phase 2 AD propagated to the neuroma after phase 1 AD 

terminated, resulting in continuous spiking in both compartments (e, f). The bidirectional 

connectivity in e and f most closely approximates real neurons and our multicompartment 

model.

Comparison of panels d and e (or f) reveals the competition that occurs when both 

compartments become capable of initiating spikes. Specifically, in panel d, the sixth spike is 

initiated in the soma shortly before a sixth spike is initiated independently in the neuroma. 

The sixth spike is allowed to initiate in the neuroma because of the absence of a 

soma→neuroma connection. In the presence of such a connection (panels e and f), the 

somatically initiated spike propagates to the neuroma before a locally initiated spike can 

occur there, thus preventing local spike initiation.

Bifurcation diagrams illustrate the basis for initiation and termination of phase 1 and 2 AD 

(Fig. 5B). Bifurcation diagrams for the neuroma (left) and soma (right) were produced by 

converting [Na+]i to a parameter whose value was systematically varied. The change in 

[Na+]i (based on the full model shown in Fig. 2A in which [Na+]i is treated as a variable) 

and the change in z (which controls the activation of gNaP) are plotted relative to one another 

and overlaid on the bifurcation diagrams. Phase 1 AD starts when the evoked spike causes z 

to cross and remain above a threshold, represented here by the central dotted lines. Once the 

threshold is crossed, the system converges onto a stable limit cycle attractor, and thus spikes 

repetitively. Unlike phase 1 AD, which is initiated by a single evoked spike, phase 2 AD 

requires three triggering spikes (i.e. the initial evoked spike plus at two spikes from phase 1 

AD). In the neuroma, [Na+]i continues to increase, eventually forcing the system beyond the 

range of the stable limit cycle attractor, at which time phase 1 AD stops. In contrast, [Na+]i 

does not continue to increase in the soma, thus allowing the system to remain within the 

bounds of the stable limit cycle attractor, meaning phase 2 AD can continue indefinitely 

under these conditions.

Results from the ML model thus fully corroborated results from the HH model. By virtue of 

its simplicity, the ML model demonstrates that exchange of spikes is sufficient to mediate 

the cooperative interaction; realistic connectivity would involve conduction delays between 

the two compartments but we did not implement this in our ML model because it and related 

phenomena like spike collisions are already accounted for in our multicompartment HH 

model. Analysis of the ML model reveals that each ectopic discharge site has an attractor 

state that underlies AD, but the threshold for reaching that attractor and the stability of the 
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attractor differs between the sites. Because of those differences, the two sites cooperate in 

the initiation and maintenance of AD. The site that initiates spikes at a higher rate becomes 

the pacemaker for the neuron.

4 Discussion

Results of this study suggest that having more than one site of ectopic discharge enables 

patterns of abnormal spiking that could not occur on the basis of one ectopic discharge site 

operating alone. Specifically, we have shown that the most hyperexcitable site (i.e. with the 

lowest threshold for initiating AD) may amplify a stimulus-evoked input such that a less 

excitable site receives a sufficient trigger. The second site maintains AD if/when the first 

site fails. In other words, and by analogy to running, a site whose excitability is initially high 

but rapidly reduced (akin to a sprinter) initiates AD but AD is sustained by a second site 

whose excitability is lower but more stable (akin to a marathon runner). By having distinct 

properties that encourage either the initiation or maintenance of AD, the two sites are able to 

cooperate. This cooperativity could profoundly exacerbate the functional consequences of 

otherwise modest injury-induced changes in membrane excitability.

The current study is novel insofar as it moves beyond looking at how hyperexcitability 

develops locally to consider how features of pathological spiking may arise through broader 

spatial mechanisms. Indeed, past experimental studies have determined that multiple sites of 

ectopic discharge co-develop in primary afferent neurons after nerve injury (see 

Introduction) but it has remained unclear if and how those sites interact. The current study 

demonstrates that sites of ectopic discharge interact nonlinearly, and that they can do so on 

the basis of spikes, thus enabling remote sites – much further apart than the membrane 

length constant – to interact. There has been much recent debate about molecular 

cooperativity, e.g. physical interaction between ion channels (McCormick et al. 2007; 

Naundorf et al. 2006), and there are other examples of local cooperativity in processes such 

as transmitter release (Sun et al. 2007), but our example of remote, spike-based 

cooperativity is distinct. To the best of our knowledge, examples of AD in the central 

nervous system have not implicated such a mechanism (Egorov et al. 2002; Fransén et al. 

2006; Sheffield et al. 2011; Zhang and Séguéla 2010) although some data in peripheral 

neurons are suggestive (Amir et al. 2005). Spike-based cooperativity has been described at 

the network level (Selverston et al. 2009) and ephaptic interactions between injured axons 

have been observed (M. Devor and Wall 1990; Lisney and Devor 1987), but the current 

study emphasizes remote interactions within a neuron rather than between neurons.

Inter-site interactions can be deconstructed based on the sequence in which the neuroma and 

soma enter and exit their respective AD attractor states. The site of ectopic discharge with 

the lowest threshold (i.e. requiring the fewest stimulus-evoked spikes) naturally enters its 

AD attractor state first. Upon reaching this attractor, it generates a stimulus-independent 

barrage of spikes that enables the second site of ectopic discharge to reach its attractor. Once 

both sites have reached their AD attractor states, they compete to determine which one will 

control neuronal spiking. If a spike propagates to a site before that site can initiate its own 

spike, local spike initiation is pre-empted by the propagated spike and its refractory period. 

As a result, the faster ectopic discharge site serves as the pacemaker for the neuron. Indeed, 
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the higher-threshold ectopic discharge site must reach its AD attractor before the lower-

threshold site leaves its attractor, implying that competition (on a fast timescale) is an 

inevitable aspect of cooperativity (on a longer timescale). But one must appreciate that even 

if spikes originate from only one site, both sites can concurrently be in an AD attractor state, 

which is to say that two sites can have the capacity to initiate spikes. This is important 

insofar as AD will continue if either attractor is blocked, since the other attractor can take 

over in the absence of the other. This redundancy – having >1 ectopic discharge site – will 

make a pathological spiking pattern more resistant to local interventions.

How does this mechanistic understanding of AD inform our understanding of its biophysical 

basis? Peripheral nerve injury leads to dozens of different ion channels being up or down 

regulated in primary afferent neurons (Costigan et al. 2002; Hammer et al. 2010; LaCroix-

Fralish et al. 2011; Valder et al. 2003; Xiao et al. 2002). Ion channel function can also be 

altered by local inflammation (Gold and Flake 2005) or by axonal damage, for example, via 

altered voltage sensitivity of sodium channels (Boucher et al. 2012). Alterations in ion 

channel function are liable to be more restricted to the site of damage whereas alterations in 

gene expression will have a broader impact. Such changes are not mutually exclusive and 

will, instead, likely compound one another. Indeed, ion channels interact locally to control 

spiking pattern; in many respects, it is the qualitative alteration of those interactions rather 

than the alteration of any one ion channel that is key (Ratté et al. 2014; Rho and Prescott 

2012). For a recent review of ion channels implicated in primary afferent excitability, see 

Waxman and Zamponi (2014)

But the generation of AD also has specific requirements that include a slow positive 

feedback process such as that mediated by the persistent sodium conductance, gNaP (Figure 

2; see also (Coggan et al. 2010, 2011)). Nav1.7–1.9 channels have kinetic properties 

consistent with our model of gNaP and are expressed by primary afferent neurons; TTX-

resistant channels (NaV1.8 and 1.9) are mostly expressed by unmyelinated fibers but are 

present even in some myelinated fibers (Ho and O’leary 2011). Activating gNaP sufficiently 

to initiate AD in the soma requires a minimum rate and number of spikes either evoked by 

stimulation or arising spontaneously at a separate location. In this way, gNaP, although lower 

in density than gNa, leverages its slow gating properties to retain a recent memory of 

neuronal activity. Consistent with this, gNaP is thought to be involved in ectopic activity in 

the periphery (Kapoor et al. 1997; Tan et al. 2006; Xie et al. 2011) and centrally (Lampert et 

al. 2006).

Other candidate processes can be envisaged. For instance, the rate of pumping through the 

Na-K ATPase can be significantly modulated on the basis of recent spiking activity (N. Yu 

et al. 2012). As an active process, such pumping depends on energy considerations including 

mitochondrial function, which can be compromised in certain conditions such as 

chemotherapy-induced neuropathic pain (Flatters and Bennett 2006; Janes et al. 2013). 

These changes represent slower processes that would interact with alterations in ion channel 

expression and function (see above). What is important to recognize is that pathological 

spiking patterns reflect more than hyperexcitability per se; additional, slow processes 

include ionic regulation, which in turn implicates energy considerations such as 

mitochondrial function. In short, a multiplicity of injury-induced changes spanning several 
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spatial and temporal scales leads to complex alterations in excitability as evidenced by 

abnormal spiking patterns with ectopic origins.

Although there is no direct experimental evidence for the remote, spike-based cooperativity 

that we describe, the mechanism is entirely plausible given available data. Based on our 

previous work with this model one would expect the lower threshold region to begin AD 

earlier, but the eventual spiking complexity that results from the cooperativity and 

competition between regions provides a non-intuitive and novel insight into single cell 

dynamics upon disruption of normal physiological or anatomical properties. Our modeling 

results provide an impetus to experimentally test for cooperative interactions. The functional 

consequences of remote cooperativity are significant. The origin of AD would, for most 

instances of nerve damage, shift from a distal locus to a more proximal one in the dorsal root 

ganglion; consequently, nerve blocks applied near the neuroma would fail to block AD. 

More generally, if two separate sites are in their AD attractor state, blocking either site will 

fail to terminate AD. The cooperativity itself would enable smaller local changes in 

excitability to manifest sustained AD. In our model, the attractor that is more stable (on a 

long timescale) is also more difficult to reach. It might only be possible to reach that ultra-

stable attractor with the help of another transiently stable attractor that may not constitute a 

major problem on its own. Thus, the phenomenon we describe of dove-tail transitioning 

from one attractor to another would contribute to the chronification of hyperexcitability 

within injured afferents and, in turn, by driving central sensitization, to the chronification of 

neuropathic pain (Gold and Gebhart 2010; Gracely et al. 1992; Louter et al. 2013). Indeed, 

in phantom limb pain, although the stump can become hypersensitive, recent evidence 

points to ectopic spikes originating from the dorsal root ganglia as the basis for ongoing pain 

(Vaso et al. 2014).

5 Conclusion

To summarize, we have identified a novel way in which pathological spiking is shaped by 

interactions between remote ectopic discharge sites. Because of cooperativity, a small 

change in local excitability can trigger ectopic spiking that is maintained remotely. Although 

ectopic spiking only originates from one site at any one time, having two sites capable of 

initiating ectopic spikes makes the abnormal spiking more resilient to locally directed 

countermeasures. Our results call for further experiments to work out if and how remote 

sites of ectopic discharge do indeed interact and how to approach such phenomena 

therapeutically.
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Figure 1. 
Multi-phase AD in an HH model. Cartoons depict model with the site of stimulation 

indicated by a jagged arrow. Direction of spike propagation (indicated by arrow) is inferred 

from the relative timing of spikes recorded in the soma (red) and neuroma (blue). (A) 
Somatic stimulation initiated a first phase of AD whose spikes originate in the neuroma and 

a second phase of AD whose spikes originate in the soma. Removing gNaP from the 

neuroma (1.9 mS/cm2) prevented both phases of AD whereas removing gNaP from the soma 

(0.19 mS/cm2) blocked only phase 2 AD. (B) Stimulating the distal end of the axon 

triggered the same spiking patterns as in A. (C) Phase planes demonstrate the kinkiness of 

the voltage trajectory near spike threshold: locally initiated spikes exhibit a smoothly 

accelerating voltage trajectory whereas propagated spikes exhibit a more abruptly 

accelerating voltage trajectory. This analysis confirms that phase 1 AD spikes originate in 

the neuroma whereas phase 2 AD spikes originate in the soma. (D) Similar phase 1 and 2 
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AD patterns were elicited independently of the distance between sites. Top traces show 

relative activation of gNaP.
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Figure 2. 
Requirements from triggering phase 2 AD in the absence of phase 1 AD. Bottom traces 

show voltage recorded from the soma (red) and neuroma (blue) and top traces show 

corresponding activation of gNaP(A) For stimulation at 50 Hz, a total of four stimuli were 

needed to trigger AD originating in the soma. The same number of stimuli delivered at 40 

Hz was unsuccessful, indicating that both the rate and number of evoked spikes are key. 

Notably, four spikes at 50 Hz is a weaker trigger than that provided by phase 1 AD spikes 

(cf. Fig 1). (B) Somatic AD required a more intense trigger when gNaP was reduced.
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Figure 3. 
Transition from phase 1 to phase 2 AD. (A) Increased axon diameter results in longer lasting 

AD. To isolate phase 1 AD, phase 2 AD was prevented by removing gNaP from the soma for 

these simulations. Note that since a single evoked spike is sufficient to trigger phase 1 AD 

based on the neuroma gNaP of 1.9 mS/cm2, absence of phase 1 AD in the left panel indicates 

that AD fails without becoming manifest, which is mechanistically distinct from AD not 

being triggered. (B) Triggering of Phase 2 AD depends on number of spikes comprising 

phase 1 AD. For these simulations, gNaP was re-inserted in the soma (0.19 mS/cm2). Panel a 
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shows failure to trigger phase 2 AD. Panels b and c show that phase 1 AD comprises the 

same number of spikes regardless of whether it is followed by phase 2 AD (cf corresponding 

panels in A), indicating that phase 2 AD starts only after phase 1 AD ends. (C) When 

somatic gNaP was increased to 0.28 mS/cm2, a spike (marked by *) originated in the soma 

before the end of phase 1 AD, as evidenced by the somatic spike preceding the propagated 

spike recorded at the node midway between the soma and neuroma. This example nicely 

illustrates how two sites, each capable of initiating spikes, compete to serve as pacemaker 

for the neuron.
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Figure 4. 
Time required for collision to shift from faster to slower ectopic discharge site (i.e. duration 

of competition phase). The difference in interspike intervals (ISIs) for spikes originating at 

each site represents the extra time the spike from the faster site has to travel towards the 

slower site; the collision shifts by the distance traveled during that extra time. Dividing the 

total distance by the shift per ISI reveals the number of ISIs needed for the collision to shift 

the total distance between ectopic discharge sites. Calculations are based on 1 m separation 

between the ectopic discharge sites and were repeated for conduction velocities typical of C 

fibers (green), A-δ fibers (red), and A-β fibers (black).
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Figure 5. 
Cooperativity in a two-compartment ML model. (A) Panels a-f represent different 

compartment connectivity patterns (curved arrows) and site of stimulation (jagged arrow). A 

single evoked spike in the neuroma is sufficient to evoke AD in the neuroma (a, b). A 

unidirectional soma→neuroma connection allows a spike evoked in the soma to trigger AD 

in the neuroma, but that single evoked spike is insufficient to evoke AD in the soma (c). 

However, a unidirectional neuroma→soma connection allows phase 1 AD (originating in 

the neuroma) to relay spikes to the soma, eventually triggering phase 2 AD in the soma (d). 

If the connection is bidirectional, phase 2 AD spikes will propagate to the neuroma after 
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phase 1 AD ends (e,f). Spike marked with a star in d is propagated to the soma because the 

unidirectional connectivity allows one last spike to be initiated in the neuroma; with 

bidirectional connectivity, the spike initiated earlier in the soma propagates to the neuroma 

and replaces the locally initiated spike. This illustrates how the sites compete to control 

spike initiation. (B) Bifurcation diagrams onto which the sample response from panel Ae is 

projected in order to illustrate the basis for initiation and termination of phase 1 and 2 AD. 

Bifurcation diagrams for the neuroma (left) and soma (right) were produced by converting 

intracellular sodium concentration [Na+]i to a parameter whose value was systematically 

varied. Phase 1 AD starts when the evoked spike causes z, which controls activation of gNaP, 

to cross and remain above a threshold represented by the central dashed curve. Once 

threshold is crossed, the system converges on the stable limit cycle that represents the AD 

attractor state. Unlike phase 1 AD, which is initiated by a single evoked spike, phase 2 AD 

requires three triggering spike (i.e. the initial evoked spike plus at two spikes from phase 1 

AD). In the neuroma, [Na+]i continues to increase, eventually forcing the system beyond the 

upper border of the stable limit cycle, at which point phase 1 AD stops. In contrast, [Na+]i 

does not continue to increase in the soma, thus allowing the system to remain within the 

borders of the stable limit cycle, meaning phase 2 AD can continue indefinitely under these 

conditions.
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Table 1

Range of gNaP activation parameters giving AD (see equations 3 and 4). One parameter was varied while all 

others were held at their base values.

Coeff. “Aα” Coeff. “Bα” Coeff. “Cα”

αP

Range supporting AD 0.008 – 0.02 25 – 31 9 – 11

Base value .01 27 10.2

Coeff. “Aβ” Coeff. “Bβ” Coeff. “Cβ”

βP

Range supporting AD 0.00017–0.0003 28 – 42 −1 – 18

Base value 0.00025 34 10
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